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Top Little Lenny 
Left Baby  Tabetha 
Middle Tabetha and Finley, reclining...... 
Right master Freddie

BUY ONE GET ON FREE -  
Starting this month.Yes, 
finally I am able to offer this 
favourable class discount to 
all YogaBirth girls who are on 
their 4th babies with me!! 
⛅☔☔⛅☔☔⛅☔☔⛅  
Learn relaxation, 
hypnobreathing techniques, 
free your pregnant body from 
aches and pains and this 
soothing, enjoyable class and 
arm yourself with coping 
strategies along with other 
gestating ladies in a cosy hall 
near you. ...........



Dear Friends and Teachers,
Research from America followed 350 babies from birth to walking. This showed that babies 
who spend time on their tummies are able to roll over, sit up, creep, crawl and pull themselves 
up to standing significantly earlier than babies who remain on their backs.
The AAP (American Academy of Pediatrics) now recommends that babies sleep on their 
backs but spend wakeful time on their tummies. “Back to Sleep and Tummy to Play” is their 
message.
The five reasons they give for encouraging babies to spend waking time on their tummies are;
1. It helps strengthen the baby’s neck, back and trunk muscles. 
Babies need strong muscle groups in order to sit, crawl and walk.
2. Tummy time will help avoid flathead syndrome known as positional plagiocephaly
3. Babies who spend time on their tummies explore their world by rotating their head and 
rotating their bodies in different positions. This may ultimately help with cognitive 
development.
4. Tummy time assists visual development as the baby learns to track movement and focus on 
objects.
5. Babies who spend time on their tummies are less likely to develop torticollis whereby the 
neck muscles tighten and pull the head in a specific direction.
Here’s some other good reasons why babies should spend time on their tummies.
1. Lifting up from the floor in this way stretches open the baby’s chest allowing the baby to 
breathe deeper and take more oxygen for less effort. Improved functioning for both the baby’s 
lungs and heart.
2. Simultaneously while lifting up from the floor the baby stretches and relaxes their tummy 
to improve the baby’s digestive rhythm as well as their general disposition.
3. Making ‘friends with gravity’ in early infancy plants the seeds of good posture for later 
adult life. 
It gives strength to the muscles that lift the spine and pull the shoulders back, 
a strength that the baby cannot obtain in any other natural phase of their development. - 
Peter Walker



BRILLIANT WEB ADDRESS: 
http://www.facebook.com/Wemakemilk 




  

 
 
Should read: wish we had a 
Clue as to what we're doing 
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Vaccines - something to think about 
Guess how many independent studies 
have been done about injecting these 
substances in vaccines and long term 
health implicationas - ZERO!

NO WONDER I CAN NEVER GET MY 
CHILDREN OUT OF MY HEAD! 

http://www.scientificamerican.com/
article.cfm?id=scientists-discover-childrens-

cells-living-in-mothers-brain 

GOOD WEBSITE 
Surround yourself with positive energy and 

good birth stories... 
http://www.mybirth.tv/video-play.cfm?id=162 

























The easiest most joyful birth stories I receive, by far, 
are from women who have made the investment of hiring 
an independent midwife - a familiar known pregnancy 
and medical birth expert who is able to Offer one to one 
midwifery care 24/7.  If this resource were offered to all 
women then I am sure c section rates and birth trauma, 
along with non evidence based practices, (see the 
Facebook page One Born Every Minute, The Truth) would 
be substantially reduced, woman would have a much 
easier time of birth and it would be cheaper for the NHS 
and the government!  What is not realised or understood 
is that unless something radical is done by the 
government, this amazing birth choice will no longer be 
available to women in the uk. 
http://birthjoy.co.uk/2013/01/2013-a-new-era-in-midwifery-or-withdrawal-of-

Feotal Monitoring 
It's been long known that electrical Feotal monitoring 
does not improve birth outcomes, but only makes for 
more birth trauma and higher c section rates, Courtesy 
of 12 research trials over the years.  Luckily NICE in this 
country banned them for normal pregnancy and labour 
- not so in the USA.  
Ask for evidence based care! (And more midwives). 
Birth Plan | Saving Babies and Mothers With Focused Grassroots Action for 
Evidence Based Care



Above  is made entirely from wax!!
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FREE DOWNLOAD FROM PAOLA 
http://www.innerpowerhypnobirthing.co.uk/mp3-downloads



Here's One Way to Make Childbirth Safer (in the USA) 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/randi-hutter-epstein/-cesarean-section_b_2517744.html 
Kudos to Nathanael Johnson for highlighting the urgent need to make births 
safer for American women in the Wall Street Journal. Johnson points to, 
among other things, the rising cesarean section rates and the dangers 
associated with them. His solution: Use midwives who are more low-tech and 
high-touch instead of doctors who tend to be high-tech and low-touch. 
Johnson, the author of the forthcoming All Natural: A Skeptics Quest to 
Discover if the Natural Approach to Diet, Childbirth, Healing and the 
Environment Really Keeps us Healthier and Happier, has a point. 
Nearly one in three babies these days are delivered by cesarean section -- in 
some hospitals the rate approaches 40 percent. But while Johnson suggests 
that midwives may be the solution, there are other steps, some already in 
progress, that can reduce surgical births and perhaps the morbidity that goes 
along with it -- without kicking doctors out of the delivery room. 
Deborah Kotz, a medical reporter for the Boston Globe, reported in October 
that Massachusetts General Hospital initiated a plan to stop elective 
inductions. That's when a woman and her doctor decide on the date to 
deliver and then use drugs to start labor. Elective inductions, for one reason 
or another, have been shown to up the odds of cesarean sections. And 
cesarean sections have been linked to increased childbirth complications. 
When a group of hospitals in Utah started the same elective induction ban, 
their surgical birth rate dropped from 28 percent to 21 percent over a 10-
year study period, Kotz reported. MGH is hoping for the same downward 
slide. 
I am glad that Johnson renewed the much-needed attention to the dangers 
of childbirth. But I hope that his piece does not reignite the overly-simplistic 
midwife vs. doctor debate. What we need is a healthy dialogue between these 
two groups of experts. Midwives rely on doctors when complications arise. 
And doctors can learn a thing or two from midwives about how to offer 
their patients the best of both worlds: high-touch and low tech along with 
state-of-the-art technology when it's needed. 
And one more thing: I can't help but slip in a little history: In 1933, a New 
York City report highlighted what they called an epidemic of cesarean 
sections: The rate then was 2.2 percent. [1] 
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MEDITATION DOGSPOT 
'When we meditate together we recognise the profound truth illuminated by  
seers of all traditions. I am not the body, not the mind. I am consciousness. Its 
nature is stillness, bliss, fullness, eternity. The core of my being, the pure all-
knowing and unadulterated consciousness is identical to yours'. 

Yogadog. A local meditator
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THE CALM TECHNIQUE - child brain development 
http://youtu.be/q28IrZq14hk 
This is a fantastic video talk given by Canadian child psychologist Jennifer 
Kolari. Oxytocin and adrenalin in parent child relationships! She is so 
engaging and really informative. It is worth watching and sharing with your 
clients and friends. The video is long, about an hour and a half. Skip the 
first five minutes of someone else introducing her - thanks to Jill of 
Yogabirth for bringing this to my attention. 
She talks about the science , physiology of child behaviour and how it is so 
important to raise your child's oxytocin levels as it is brain food - medicine 
for the brain. 
In a nutshell for a child's good behaviour you need to invest time by (all 
obvious stuff but you have to do it more the worse they are behaving): 
Cuddle, Play with them,  
read them stories,  
tickle them,  
show them baby pictures  
if u think you already do this, then do it more, whatever age. 
She talks about when faced with a child trantruming to first 'mirror' them- 
connect with the child, then oxytocin raise, listen, don't try to 'cheer lead', it 
is how u make them feel that counts.  Give them realistic consequences to 
their actions and stick to them! 
'In a clinical setting with students make them feel delicious, raise their 
oxytocin levels ( singing) game play, connection, reward chemicals for the 
brain.  Science. Otherwise will get it from drugs.' 
Other ways of raising oxytocin through life (besides the ones i go on about 
in class for women in labour) and making sure your child has huge oxytocin 
deposits in their brain 'bank' are  
Going through labour  
Normal drug free birth  
Breastfeeding 









CALL THE MIDWIFE, ONE BORN EVERY MINUTE ......Evidence based birthing? 
After watching the historical story of Call the midwife and the up to the minute insight of a busy 
maternity ward, you may be led to believe that all that is done to women is evidence based and how it 
should be done by those in charge?  Seeing women routinely placed on their backs and displayed for the 
doctors etc, being told to Chin down and push, read the antidote to this on the Facebook page One Born 
Every Minute - The Truth.  If  you are ever in need of knowing how to find info, here's how ..... 
Science & Sensibility » How to Find Birth Evidence – Video Tutorial by Rebecca Dekker of Evidence Based 
Birth 

http://www.scienceandsensibility.org/?p=6163 

THE PRINCESS IS DOING PREGNANCY YOGA TOO!! 
It was also said that the Duchess is doing a regular routine of pregnancy yoga to relax her 
nerves. "The yoga calms and centres her and helps deal with any stress she's feeling" claims 
the Duchess' friend, Jessica Hay, in a report. "She's been seeing the Queen's personal doctors and 
they've told her no strenuous exercise but they have said gentle, regular yoga is a good thing if 
it relaxes her" added Hay in the same report. The Duchess is definitely making sure that she 
reaches her July due date in great shape and disposition.  
http://au.ibtimes.com/articles/430987/20130204/kate-middleton-pregnancy-update-duchess-
steps-out.htm#.URZjwhEgGSP



Do Early Outdoor Experiences Help Build Healthier Brains? | Psychology Today?  
Oh yes they do!  See below this link and the article and while u r at it, have a bit of a sing song 
too!     
http://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/people-in-nature/201302/do-early-outdoor-experiences-help-
build-healthier-brains 
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Well worth a read .......
“Independent Midwives?” I hear you cry. “Lili, what are 

these Independent Midwives of which you speak?”


http://lililascala.wordpress.com/2013/01/29/mama-la-scala-and-the-independent-midwives-2/

https://www.facebook.com/Shinelikebrightstars 
Slow down mummy, there is no need to rush, 
slow down mummy, what is all the fuss? 
Slow down mummy, make yourself a cup of tea. 
Slow down mummy, come and spend some time with me. 
Slow down mummy, let's put our boots on and go out for a walk, 
let's kick at piles of leaves, and smile and laugh and talk. 
Slow down mummy, you look ever so tired, 
come sit and snuggle under the duvet and rest with me a while. 
Slow down mummy, those dirty dishes can wait, 
slow down mummy, lets have some fun, lets bake a cake! 
Slow down mummy I know you work a lot, 
but sometimes mummy, its nice when you just stop. 
Sit with us a minute, 
& listen to our day, 
spend a cherished moment, 
Because our childhood is not here to stay 
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And finally,

The very centre of your heart is where life begins...  Rumi


Lynda Hills 



lyndahills@ntlworld.com 
07815792857


Please send this on to anyone you know who may find 
this info to be of interest. 



 
Also, just wanted to say after your comment about the girl who said after her trial class she 
expected more of a workout, it's so true what you said about it taking a few weeks to get into the 
mind set!! I've always been a gym girl and did lots of cardio and running, but wanted to do the 
preg yoga as a balance, but after years of not slowing down I found it quite hard to get my head 
around the yoga, plus at 14 wks when I started, I still felt active and not that big, but I'm do 
glad I stick with it because the moves and the advice are invaluable, and now I'm 31 weeks, I 
really notice the benefits! Just wanted to say that!!  


